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INTRODUCTION
WELCOME TO SOLAR
Our mission at Bright Solar Energy is to deliver the highest quality
renewable energy products at affordable prices to our customers.
According to the World Economic Forum, by 2030 solar will become the
most important source of energy for electricity production in a large part
of the world. This will also positively affect the environment and climate
change for the whole world.
You may encounter advertisements or speeches from politicians and
environmentalists trying to lure you to renewable energy. They say the
benefits of going green serves two functions: 1) To save money and 2)
To secure a future that will allow future generations to enjoy a clean and
healthy planet. Perhaps many of you may have paid attention to the
advice to consider solar power, but at the same time, you also have
numerous questions. For example: Is the solar energy reliable? Is it costeffective? Can installing a solar panel system truly save me money?
Is “Go Solar and Save More” just use a catchphrase for corporations to make
more money?
How does solar powered systems work and what effect will it have on my home and neighborhood? What
steps do I need to take to get solar energy? How many solar panels will I need? What will I do if there is a
power outage? How can solar energy supplement my energy needs at night? What if I can’t afford to
install solar panels? These are some of the critical questions our expert advisors often ask. Although our
doors are always open to provide you further information, we have developed this e-booklet packed
with information aimed to not only answer your most frequently asked questions but also to
provide you with the all the information you need to know so that you can make an educated decision
before installing solar right now.
The Bright Solar Energy team gives back to the community by donating our time and resources to families
struggling during these difficult times. We would like to thank our brave military veterans and first
responders for their service and we encourage you to do the same.

10% OFF SPECIAL
Take advantage of going SOLAR in the next 7 days to receive 10% off
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SOLAR HISTORY
A brief history of the solar power
energy system:
Humanity has been using the sun’s rays since ancient times. In addition to inherent use, such as
getting heat and light from the sun, humans used solar energy in the early seventh century BC.
In its most basic form, the use of a magnifying glass to focus the rays on a single point and
extinguish the fire. The concept of burning mirrors was developed centuries later, where large
mirrors were used to light fires for religious ceremonies.
These were the earliest uses of solar energy. But as humanity progresses, scientific knowledge
accumulates, and so does the latest technologies that enable us to harness this power more
efficiently and to meet our needs. Today, applications power our gadgets from households and
satellites, to powering large power plants.
How did we get here? A French physicist, Edmond Becquerel, is credited with the discovery of
the photovoltaic effect, the operating principle of the solar cell, in 1839. Becquerel believed that
“shining light on an electrode submerged in a conductive solution would create an electric current”.
However, even after extensive and exhaustive research and development on his theory,
photovoltaic power was still less efficient, and solar cells were only used for the purposes of
measuring light. This was the foundation and the exciting beginning for all things solar!
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This phenomenon, called the “photovoltaic effect,” later
proved to be effective in photovoltaic (PV) events
involving various elements, especially selenium.
Decades later, in 1883, Charles Freight developed the
first solar cells made from selenium wafers. For this
reason, some historians credit Fritz with the original
invention of the solar cell.
After making rapid progress in 1954, three American
scientists, Daryl Chapin, Calvin Fuller, and Gerald
Pearson, developed the first silicon PV cell in Bell Labs.
This was the first event where a single cell happened to
power the device for several hours a day. We still use
silicon today.
Many scientific historians attribute these scientists to
the invention of harnessing and using solar energy.
Regardless of who the real inventor is, they all had a
definite role in bringing us to where we are today.
These great names contributed tremendously to the
advancement of the use of solar energy. But you are
probably wondering, how does it work?

In 1839, Edmond Becquerel
discovered a photovoltaic effect
while exp erim enti ng with a cell
made of metal electrodes in a
conduction solution. He noted
that when the cell is exposed
to light, more electricity is
generated.
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Solar Power Energy Systems:
Solar cells are usually made of silicon, which is a semiconductor and can
generate electricity. This process is known as the photovoltaic effect.

Sunlight falls on solar panels, also called solar modules, and
generates electricity, and this is known as the photovoltaic effect.

The potential for solar
energy is enormous, as
the Earth receives about
200,000 times the world’s
daily electricity capacity in
the form of solar energy
every day.

The energy from the sunlight is converted into usable electric
energy through the use of solar panels which are made up of
many photovoltaics (PV) cells. These cells are composed of
semi-conductive materials, such as silicon, which can conduct
electricity while maintaining the electrical imbalance needed to
create an electric field.
These PV cells contain silicon wafers with positively and
negatively charged semiconductors. Thus, when the photons
from the sunlight hits the PV cells it excites electrons causing
them to become free and move within the PV cell. These free
movement of electrons causes an electric field and because of
the design of the PV cells, the electrons are forced to move in a
specific direction towards the conductive metal plates within the
PV cells then directed into wires to become electricity.
These wires take the electricity to the inverter which converts the
electricity generated from the panels (direct current – DC) into
alternating current (AC) which is used by all homes. The AC
power is then sent from the inverter to the home’s electrical panel
where it is then distributed through the building for consumption.
Unused electricity is then sent to the power gird via the utility
meter. If your system produces more than you need, the excess
is then sent to the grid, and your meter monitors how much of the
power you create is consumed and how much excess power you
send to the grid. In some instances, your utility company will
credit you for the excess energy you produce and send to the
grid. This is call “net metering” and is discussed later.
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Applications Of Solar Power
Energy Systems:
Solar-powered electricity is pollution-free because it does not emit
greenhouse gases and reduces dependency on dirty fossil fuels.

Solar energy is the key to a
cleaner environment and a
brighter future. Every day,
the sun gives us more
energy than we need to
power everything on earth,
which is why humanity is
investing so heavily in
developing and rolling out
solar energy to everyone.

Solar energy is used in a wide range of applications today. The
following outlines are just a few examples of the uses of solar
energy.

•

Solar thermal power production concentrates
sunlight using a mirror where the heat generated is
used to generate electricity

•
•

Solar cars

•

Solar w a t e r pumping in remote areas

•

Solar water heaters

•

Solar distillation

•

Solar power generation for
telecommunication networks in remote areas

•

Satellites and spacecraft

•

Solar green houses

•

Solar drying of agricultural and animal products

•

Residency and commercial applications

•

Portable solar power chargers

These are just a few of the uses of solar energy. Some of
these, like solar cars, are still in their infancy. But as the
increased pace of development and adoption, the day is not far
off when solar technology will become as common as the sun.
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BENEFITS
BENEFITS OF A
SOLAR POWER
ENERGY SYSTEM
AND WHY
SOLAR?
Solar energy brings many
benefits to consumers.
Below, we present an
overview of some of these
benefits. Note that this is
not a complete list.
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Savings:

Solar energy costs only about 5-6 cents per kW of electricity, so it makes
sense to run your home as much as possible with solar energy.

174,000 terawatts (TW) of
energy reaches the Earth
as solar radiation at any
moment, even on the
cloudiest of day. One hour
of sunlight to the planet is
equivalent to one year’s of
Earth’s total energy
consumption.

Who doesn’t want to free himself or herself from the monthly
hassle of electricity bills? By installing solar power on your
roof, you can make this dream a reality.
Not only do you reduce your electricity bill, but you can also
eliminate it altogether. Considering that electricity costs are
rising every month, converting to solar energy can save you a lot
of hard earned money right now.
The average electricity bill across the United States is $150 and
over one year which equates to $1,800.
Factoring a 4% year over year rise in utility price, your
average monthly bill would be$467. Thus over 30 year you
would spend $100,953 on your utility bill. By choosing solar
energy, these figures become your savings! Now, you may be
wondering, what about the exact price for the solar panels?
There are programs such as Bright Solar Energy’s $ 0 down
payment financing program. Install solar panels today in easy
monthly payment which are usually significantly lower than your
current monthly electric bill. Our solar panels are long-lasting,
over 35+ years of life expectancy. The payment period does not
last long, usually under 10 years.
Once paid, enjoy free electricity for life. But when we say it’s a
good investment, we mean more than financial savings. Keep
reading and discover other benefits.
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Take Control Of Your Electric Bills:

Solar energy can reduce or even eliminate your electricity bill so fast
that electricity bills are no longer a major factor in your budget.

More than 2 million solar
panel systems have been installed in the U.S. alone, the
fastest source of energy for
solar panels, generating 10
square feet per square foot
of electricity.

Electricity bills are a fact of life and they will never end, they just
keep coming every month and the monthly bills are usually
unpredictable. You the consumer have very few choices except
to pay them or spend hours researching another electric
company hoping to get a slight lower rate. Even if you do switch,
eventually you find yourself in the same position.
Electricity costs are rising every year! According to research by
the US Energy Information Administration, prices have risen by
more than 3% annually and 70% over the past decade.
Because most of our energy needs come from fossil fuels, these
prices are more vulnerable to market fluctuations.
With solar energy, you can alleviate your worries associated with
rising and volatile electricity prices.
Installing solar panels not only allows you to be energy-free but
also makes your budget more predictable and manageable.

Data from March 2021; Source:
https://www.saveonenergy.com/learning-center/post/electricity-bills-by-state/
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Increase The Value of Your Property:

Homeowners, potential buyers, and analysts know that solar panels and
battery storage can increase your home’s value in the real estate market.

Solar home sold 20%
faster and for 17% more,
NREL study finds.

What if we told you that installing a solar panel energy system on
your roof would increase the value of your home by 15 - 20%? It
is true!
There are many sources of data that validates the increase in
home value. A study from the Berkeley Lab reports that home
buyers are willing to consistently pay more for home with solar.
Doesn’t that sound amazing?
You will never see you home value increase by paying your
electric company!
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Solar
Panels
INSTALLATION AND
SUSTAINABILITY
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Is Your Home Suitable For Solar Panels?

Solar panels are designed to work in all climates and on all roof types.

No matter your property
type, Bright Solar Energy
will design and install a
system to maximize your
savings.

The majority of homes are suitable for solar panels. However,
there are key factors to consider when installing the panels.
The amount of shading on your roof due to blockage by other
buildings or tree cover. To get a quick idea on the amount of
sunlight your home receives, check out Google’s Project Sunroof.
https://www.google.com/get/sunroof However, if there are
trees near your home that create excessive shade on your roof,
there are a few options:
1)

Trim or remove the trees to allow for sunlight (we can help)

2)

Utilize car ports or other structures on your property

3)

A ground mount system may be the way to go

You must also consider how the size, shape, direction and slope
of your roof will affect solar panel installation. To achieve optimal
performance from your panels, it is recommended to install the
panels on south-facing slopes with a pitch between 15 and 40
degrees. With that being said, other roofs types are also suitable.
You should also consider the age of your roof and how long until
it will need replacement.
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Engineering And Permits:

Bright Solar Energy will perform all the engineering and permitting for you so that
all you have to worry about is how much you will save once the system is installed!

Designing, permitting and
installing your system is
made easy with Bright
Solar Energy’s turn-key
solutions.

We have a dedicated team that will perform all the engineering,
permitting and getting home owner associations approvals if
needed. This is part of the turn key package we offer at no
additional cost to you.
After you agree to save money and install solar panels, the first
step will be for our engineering team to perform on-site analysis
of your home, which includes:
1) Property evaluation: roof type, angle of roof, shading, etc
2) Roof inspection (Age and durability)
3) Evaluate your electrical system status to determine
compatibility
During the site visit, our engineers will need to examine your
electrical panel to determine if an upgrade is required.
After our engineers have completed their work, the next step is
permitting.
In most cases, you will need to obtain building
permits from your city and perhaps your HOA. But don’t worry,
our engineers will fill out all the paperwork for you. Obtaining
permits and approvals to install your solar panel system will vary
from city to city. This is usually the longest time limiting factor in
many solar installation projects.
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Installation And Interconnection:

The installing of your solar panels is a monumental occasion and we will be there
with you step-by-step from pre-installation to post-installation, when you start
seeing the savings.

Installing and connecting
your new solar power
system is a relatively quick
process with our highly
skilled installation team.
You will be informed at
every step in the process.

On installation day, the installers will inspect and prepare you roof
to ensure it is ready for the solar panel installation. Once our
installers have determined that your home is ready for installation
below are the main steps in the process:

1) Install electrical wiring
2) Install racking to support the panels
3) Mount the panels to the racks
4) Connect inverters to panels
5) Installing a new meter if net metering is available
After the installation is complete, the city will need to conduct an
inspection and provide final approval before your system is
connected to your local power grid. You can expect to wait for up
to two weeks for your local city and utility company to provide
approval for you interconnection to go live.
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Hail And Storms:

Severe weather can impact your solar panels just like it can affect any aspect of
your home.

Storms are unavoidable,
however, solar panels are
built to withstand all types
of severe weather.

It is important to know that solar panels are not immune from
severe weather. However, solar panels are also extremely
durable and resilient against hail, high winds and heavy rain.
Most solar panels are certified to withstand hurricane force winds.
In addition, the aluminum and glass casings that hold a solar
panel’s solar cells are highly waterproof, even during extreme
rain.

In the event a severe weather event:
1) Perform a visual inspection
2) Check your meter or app to ensure your system is producing
electricity
3) Take appropriate actions to repair/replace damaged panels
by calling us
It is important that once your system is installed, you notify your
insurance company to ensure that it is included to your coverage.
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Your Roof
With Solar:

No matter the condition of your roof Bright Solar Energy can help with
installation.
Roofing before solar?

A full roof assessment is
part of the solar panel
installation process. We
can help with replacement
and/or and repairs as
needed!

Part of the solar installation process is performing a roof
assessment to determine if any repairs or replacements are
needed before we actually install the panels on the roof.
Bright Solar Energy is also a construction company so we are
able to help with the entire process including roof replacements
and or repairs beforehand.

If I have hail damage can I put solar panels on my roof?
Bright Solar Energy has experienced staff who know the
insurance industry as well as being a general contractor
ourselves so we can help you get your roof totaled from the
insurance company before the solar panels go on if needed.
If you go solar we can even help you with the insurance
deductible because of the Federal tax credits.
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Insurance And Solar:

If it is determined that your roof will need to be replaced or repaired to
accommodate your solar panel installation, the cost incurred may be eligible for
the federal tax credit for solar panels.

Insurance companies pay
for 100% of solar panels to
be removed and replaced.

What happens after I put solar panels on and we have a hail
storm that damages my roof?
Bright Solar Energy has insurance adjusters on staff to help you
through the claims process in order to coordinate any repairs that
need to be done. In addition, the panels themselves have a
warranty. We want to make this an easy process for you and will
be there every step of the way to make this simple.
What if I don’t know if there’s damage on my roof?
Bright Solar Energy will do a full roof assessment to determine if
you have any damage before the panels go on. We are a general
contractor so we can help with any and all storm damage and
work with all insurance companies directly to save you time and
money.
What if I need to replace my roof after I install solar?
If it is determined that your roof needs to be replaced after you
have installed solar panels then your solar panels will have
to come down before you replace your roof. The insurance
company will pay for this as a normal process of the claim.
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Efficiency Of Solar Panels:

The solar power system can provide ample power for lighting,
heating/cooling and appliances used in your home.

Solar panel technology is
the best way to convert the
sun’s rays into usable
energy. Great strides have
been made over the past
decade on increasing the
efficiency of the
photovoltaic cells inside the
panel!

Solar panel efficiency is the ability of each photovoltaic cell to
convert sunlight into usable electricity. Efficiency is determined
by how effective each solar cells can convert sunlight into energy
and the amount of energy is determined by the solar panel
composition, electrical configuration, surrounding components,
and more.
Keeping all things equal, the duration of sunlight on two solar
panels with different efficiency ratings, the solar panel with the
higher efficiency will produce more energy. For example, two
solar panels of the same physical size, one is 10% efficient and
the other is 15% efficient, then the 15% efficient solar panel will
deliver 50% more electricity under the same conditions.
It is important to take into account the panel’s efficiency when
purchasing solar panels, however, there are other factors to be
considered such as degradation rate, durability, etc.
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Panel Longevity & Durability:

Solar panels typically have a 35-55 years of electricity output and can be
expected to last beyond that in terms of panel quality.

The first 30 years after your
solar installation is
considered the most useful
life of the system, but
panels can still generate
electricity for decades.

Solar panels are robust and usually come with a 25-year
warranty. But some solar panels are designed to last more than
50 years. Solar panels do degrade over time but the rate of
degradation is slow and will not affect your energy output for the
next 25 years it’s even warrantied. In the event that you need
more electricity, you can always add a panel to your existing solar
panel array.
The average life expectancy for a solar panel is around 35 to 55
years. To put this into perspective, life expectancy here does not
mean the panels will produce zero energy at the end of its
manufactures life expectancy. It just means that the panels will
not produce the OPTIMAL amount of energy needed to meet the
Homeowners needs as the system was originally designed.
Solar panels inherently degrade over time. This means that the
amount of sunlight the solar cell can convert into usable electricity
will decrease slightly over the life of the panels. According to
an
analysis
by
the National
Renewable
Energy
Laboratory (NREL),
some
premium panel
manufacturers offer degradation rates as low as 0.2 % per year;
and while other conventional panels degrade around 0.75% a
year. Thus, on average, the yearly average degradation rate is
around 0.48%.
Solar panels are extremely reliable, however, to maintain their
effectiveness, you must administer the proper care and cleaning.
This will guarantee that you receive the maximum savings from
your system during the life of the panels. In the event of any
unforeseen damage from high wings, debris, or other factors,
Bright Solar Energy provides a complete solar panel service
guarantee that will ensure that you continue to see savings.
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Clean
Energy
GO GREEN
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Clean and Green Energy:
The cleanest and most renewable source of solar energy is available now
and the United States has the richest solar resources in the world.

The solar panels converts
sunlight directly into
electricity without moving
parts, or without
maintenance, which is
free, safe, clean and
green energy.

Solar energy is clean, green and sustainable. However, our
current path of consuming fossil fuels is not only expensive, but
detrimental to the environment. According to the US
Environmental Protection Agency, the average household
produce about 20 metric tons of carbon each year.
With
renewable energy sources, solar being the most significant
and cost-effective, a typical two-person household can reduce
these emissions by 4 to 5 tons each year.
Similarly, when more people convert and use solar energy,
fewer fossil fuels are consumed to meet their energy needs,
thus reducing their overall carbon emissions. We can protect
the planet and its biodiversity from the effects of climate change
and secure our future in terms of both money and the
environment. According to the study by Yale University, Energy
and published in the American Mind, 47% of Americans would
agree to pay more for solar energy because it is a sustainable
resource that has no harmful effects on the environment. This
is great, but the fact remains, you don’t have to pay more! As
the benefits show, you save more by converting to solar energy.
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Financing
Options
EVERYONE
CAN
QUALITY
Going solar has
many benefits! If you
can’t afford the purchase
the system for cash, we
have many options. Let’s
discuss financing options.
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Cash:
Cash will reduce the overall cost of your system.

Paying cash upfront
provides maximum savings
by eliminating your
electricitybill as well as
eliminating the need to
finance your purchase.

It is easy; You have the cash, so you can afford to install the
system now. This is a no brainer and will generate instant
savings. If you continue to pay the electric company, you will not
generate any equity in your home, you will not see a reduction in
your electricity bill and just as important, you will not reduce your
carbon footprint.
In this case, you receive the most benefits,
such as all the tax credits and benefits offered by your state, the
federal government,local government, and other organizations.

Solar Loans:
If you want to finance your system, solar energy loans are a great option to
finance solar panels.

The easiest way to get solar
capital is through a loan,
which can save you up to
40% to 70% over the life of
your solar panel.

Financial institutions give easy qualifications loans to those who
want to switch to solar energy. This loan can be obtained if
you have a fairly goodcredit score. Bright Solar Energy have
partnered with financial institutions to enable eligible individuals
to install solar panels and generate instant savings. Both cash
and solar loans enable you to claim the federal income tax
credit and other exemptions. In a solar loan, the interest you
pay on your loan may be tax-deductible. Contact your local tax
accountant for more details. It is important to note that even if
you finance the system, you can still save 40 to 70% on your
monthly bills.
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Leasing:

On a solar lease, you do not own t h e solar panel system on your property.

The solar lease agreement
stipulates that your solar
supplier finances and funds
the installation ofa home
solar system for a very low
cost.

Leasing a solar powered system is equivalent to leasing a car.
This is another option you can consider if you want to avoid
the obvious cost or credit is a concern. If you lease a solar
system, you do not own it.It is owned by a solar company or
a third party that pays forit. You have to pay a fixed monthly
amount for your contract’s duration, usually for 20 years. At the
end of your contract period or 6 years, you can buy this system
at its market price.

Power Purchase Agreement:
PPA secures payments electricity.

A Solar Purchase
Agreement (PPA) is a
financial agreement where
a developer manages,
designs, finances, and
installs solar on your
property.

A power purchase agreement (PPA) is almost like a solar lease.
The key difference here is that, in the former, the homeowner
rents out and pays for the solar panel system and its components.
In PPA, a third party installs the solar system and sells the
electricity you use. It can be fixed or variable, as can be
contracted. The latter two options allow you to save10 to 30%
on your electricity bills each month. And all of this,at no cost.
However, since it is a solar company or a third party that
owns the system, they are the ones who are eligible for tax
credits and other incentives, not you.
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BRIGHT SOLAR ENERGY

Incentives
And
Discounts
There

are

incentive

and

numerous
discount

programs that federal and
state governments provide
to Americans. The

goal

here is to attract

more

individuals

to

use

renewable energy.
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Net Metering Policy:

Net metering is a billing mechanism that credits solar system owners for
the electricity they add to the grid.

Net metering can truly
enable the homeowner to
eliminate the monthly bill
from the utility company.

Net Metering (NEM) is the process where the homeowner
generates more power than they need and the excess energy is
sold back to the grid and the utility company then credits the
homeowner for the electricity generated.
When your solar panels produce more electricity than you need,
that energy is sent to the grid in exchange for credits. Basically,
you the homeowner can store energy you generate with your
solar panels directly to the electric grid then use it when the
panels are not generating electricity, such as during cloudy days
or at night.
Bottomline: Under Net Metering, the electricity generated by the
homeowner can be used at any time. For example, the panels
can generate electricity during the day and the excess unused
electricity is then sent to the grid. The utility company will issue
you a credit which you can use at a later time.
Benefits:


Once the solar panels are installed, there is practically
no action required by the homeowner thereafter to gain
the benefits from Net Metering.



Homeowners can see real value gained for their excess
electricity production.



After initial installation, no other expensive equipment of
storage system is needed to help contribute energy to
the grid.



In an already stressed and aging energy grid, Net
Metering relieves some of the pressure from the grid,
especially during peak hours.



Overall, there is less reliance on fossil fuels and is great
for the environment.



Homeowners become more aware of their energy
consumption. For example, when a homeowner installs
solar panels, they receive an APP that tracks their
energy consumption real-time.
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Federal Income Tax Credit:
The tax credit is applied directly to your solar system’s cost, including
solar panels, installation, and home batteries for storing energy.

The Federal Solar Tax Credit
allows you to deduct 26% of
the cost of installing a solar
energy system from your
federal taxes. These credits
applies to both residential
and commercial systems.

Currently, the U.S Government will provide you with a 26% tax
credit when you purchase your solar panel system; For example,
if your solar system purchase price $30,000, then you will receive
a $7,800 refund in the form of a tax break. However, this incentive
has an expiration date of December 2022. Now is the best time
to turn the roof into you’re your little electric power plant and start
generating savings.
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State And Local Incentives:

In addition to Federal incentives, there is another group of concessions
offered by local governments. These benefits vary greatly between states and
even local municipalities.
Rebates

Some states have chosen
to offer tax credits for solar
energy, others have offered
concessions compared to
states with higher
electricity costs.

This is the cash discount you receive after installing your solar
system. This could come from your state or local government,
utilities, municipality, or other organizations that want to
encourage as many people as possible to adapt to renewable
energy. This further reduces your overall cost.
Tax credit
This is an additional tax break that allows you to use solar
energy. Residents of these states can claim the credit after
installing solar energy systems on their homes.

Solar Renewable Energy Certificates (SRECs)
Laws in some states require utility companies to generate a certain percentage of solar energy. Now, if you
live in one of these states and have a solar power system installed, you can get these certificates after
selling the surplus energy to your utility company.
Tax Exemptions
In addition to the above, some states and local governments offer property tax exemptions for your home’s
extra value after solar installation. But this increase will not count as an assessment of yourtax
liabilities. Also, many states have sales tax exemptions. This means you don’t have to pay taxesto
install a solar system. These benefits greatly reduce your system’s cost and can save you hundreds(or
thousands of dollars). Remember that they are different from the state. Check with your state or your
installer company, and they will fully review the benefits you may be eligible for.
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COMPONENTS
COMPONENTS OF
SOLAR POWER
ENERGY SYSTEM
In general, when we think
of the solar panel system, a
set of rectangular PV
cells comes to mind. But
behind the scenes,
different devices are
running to power your
system. They are modules,
batteries, inverters,
mini inverters, frames,
breakers, relays, grids,
and wires.
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Solar Panels:

This is also known as a solar module. We can call these panels the heart of
the solar power system. It is made of silicon, metal, and glass - silicon is its
essence. You may have seen the squares on the solar panel. Apart from the
distribution based on the number of cells, the panels vary according to design.
Typically, any solar panel you see will be in one of the three below.
Monocrystalline solar panels

Solar energy is the most
abundant source of energy
on earth. Since 1977, solar
panel costs have dropped
by 99%. Solar energy is
cheaper than fossil fuels.
Solar-powered plants can
last for 40 years or more.

As the name suggests, each cell of the monocrystalline panel
is made of a silicon wafer made of a single silicon crystal.
Because it is made of a single crystal, there is enough room
for electrons to move easily. That means higher efficiency. Of
all the PVs available, mono has the highest efficiency, at 17
to 22%. It is also the most expensive.
Polycrystalline solar panels
Also known as multi-crystals, they are not made of a single silicon
crystal. Instead, many silicon crystal-melt pieces andform wafers
for the panel have a low performance of 15 to 17 percent.
Because they are cheaper to manufacture, they cost less than
monocrystalline line panels.

Thin-Film solar panels
In contrast, thin-film solar panels are made of a variety of materials. Their construction process
is also different, where photovoltaic material accumulates on a solid surface, usually glass. These
photovoltaic substances can be cadmium telluride (CDT), amorphous silicon (A-C), copper indium gallium
selenide (CIGS), and dye-sensitized solar cell (DSC). They are light in weight and can even become
flexible. But their performance is the lowest, between 10 and 13%, and therefore, cheaper than both.
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Inverters:

Inverters convert direct current ( DC) power to alternating current AC) power
and to adapt electricity to our needs. If there were no inverters, we would
have to base our entire domestic power system on direct current. There are
many types of inverters available in the market, a brief overview of each will
help us understand the difference.
String Inverters

Our engineers at Bright
Solar Energy will design
your system to produce
the optimal savings and
power output. We will
select the inverter that
best fit your needs

Its name says it all and this inverter is connected to solar arrays a combination of several panels - directly. Each cell is connected
directly to the inverter, from where it converts the DC coming from
each wire to AC and sends it down to the main switch. String
Inverter is a cost-effective and short-term solution and can work
best for 5-10 rows of solar panels. So, you can save more by
installing a string inverter instead of 5-10 micro inverters. However,
one disadvantage of string inverters is that the wires connected to
them do not work as individuals but as a team. If a cell breaks or
falls into the shade, everyone’s performance is affected. Second, if
in the future you want to increase the number of your module panels - you will need to install a new inverter.
.

Microinverters
Microinverters are attached to each solar panel. The conversion from DC to AC takes place separately
in all inverters, and from there, it is fed into the current main switch. Because they work individually,
not everyone’s performance is affected when a single cell or reverse cell has a problem. They are
used in both commercial and residential units. The second advantage is that you will not need to reinstall
existing panels and inverters if you want to expand your future system. Just add the cell and the same
number of inverters and greetings, your system is updated.
Hybrid Inverters
These inverters are a combination of technology that combines inverters and batteries. In this arrangement,
the inverter is connected to the batteries, the solar panel system, and the grid. It is an inverter responsible
for many functions. It converts DC to AC, but it also monitors and controls the charge in batteries.
When the batteries are charged and have more power, it sends them back to the grid using a charge
controller.
Central Inverters
It works a lot like a string inverter. The notable difference between the two is that the string inverter converts
DC to AC which comes directly from each wire. However, in the main inverter, the strings are not directly
connected to the inverter but are fed into a common energy panel. The DC collected from this energy
panel then goes to the main inverter and converted to AC.
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Batteries:

Another important component of the solar system are batteries, provided you
are using an off-grid or hybrid system. The market is full of different types
of batteries, each calling itself the best. Let’s see which one works best for
your system.
Lead-Acid Batteries

Batteries are an excellent
way to supplement your
energy needs when your
panels are not producing
energy.

Lead-acid batteries are a tried and tested technology that has
served the car industry and off-grid solar systems for decades.
As compared to its competitors, they are less expensive and work
well for a home that wants to go grid cost-effectively. The
downside is that the short life and low depth of discharge the
amount of battery capacity that can be used.
Lithium-ion Batteries
Unlike their lead-acid counterparts, lithium-ion batteries are more
compact and lighter. They have a deep emission and longevity;
more importantly, they do not need to be repaid and no
maintenance is required. If you want your batteries to last
longer, lithium-ion is the best choice for you. However, they are
more expensive than lead-acid batteries.

Flow Batteries
Although not as popular as Lead-acid and lithium-ion, flow batteries are making their presence felt
everywhere. They are suitable for long-term storage; there is no limit to their cycle. Some developers
believe that the flow battery technology has no limit to cycling and can be charged and discharged
without having a significant impact on its life. They have the deepest emission and can withstandextreme
temperatures. The downside is that they are more expensive than both lead-acid and lithium- ion
batteries.
Which System Is Right For You?
With batteries or without batteries? It depends on your budget, needs, and preferences. However, Bright
Solar Energy will help design a system that meets your current and future energy needs. We will guide
you with better insights after analyzing your preferences, uses, needs, lifestyle and budget. The general
rule is that if you live in an area with power outages or hurricane-affected areas then a battery or hybrid
system makes sense for you. If you encounter two to three outages issues annually, you can go straight to
the solar panel grid-tie system.
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Racking - How To Mount A
Solar Panel:
Solar racking systems are used to safely fix solar panels to various
surfaces such as roofs, building facades, or ground.

A metal roof with straight
seams going under them
is great for installing solar
panels. Passive solar
trackers allow solar
panels to be a move to
direct sunlight without the
use of electricity.

Rooftop Mounting
In residential units, this is the most common method of mounting
solar panels. When mounting your solar panel, you should
be careful about the direction, pitch angle,shape, and roof
size. The main goal is to keep the panel in such a position
to get maximum sunlight. Ideally, your home should have a
large, sunny, south-facing roof withno 30-degree pitch and
no shedding. Should you havean ideal roof? Not Even if
it is not, your solar company will install the panels in the way
that works best for you.
Placing PVs on the Ground
The single roof is not the favorite residence of solar panels.
Because rooftop panels serve the housing unit well and space
in homes is limited, we often do not see ground-mounted panels
in residential areas. Typically, for commercial use, PVs are
installed on the ground because they require a large solar plant
for energy needs. These panels can be installed in two ways.
There is a standard ground mount where the panels are fixed to
the ground in one place. Another way is to put them on the pole.
One of the latter’s advantages is that it can incorporate a tracking
system, which allows the panels to follow the sun’s path like a
sunflower.
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One of our customers’

CONNECTING
YOUR
SYSTEM TO
THE GRID

major concerns has been
how to connect the solar
power system to the grid.
This chapter explores the
various arrangements in
which you can connect
your solar system to your
grid.
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Direct Grid-Tie System:
Think of your solar panel system grid as a virtual battery. The cheapest way
to install solar panels is grid-tie and offers the most savings.
Many homeowner chose to
connect their system to the
electrical grid because
1) The grid can be used
as a backup power
source.
2) Some utility
companies will credit
you for the production
of excess energy.

In this arrangement, your solar system is directly connected to
the grid. You use the electricity you generate. But what will
happen at night? Because your solar system will not work at
night, you will have to use the electricity coming from the grid.
The benefits are manifold, especially the credit system. The extra
power generated by your system is fed into the grid. At the end
of the month, you will be given credit if your system generates
more electricity than you use. Well, if you combine production
and consumption, you won’t have an electricity bill. There is also
a downside to this, and that is what to do during a blackout? Let’s
find out more about what we can do about it.

Off-Grid or Battery Based
Grid System:
It provides remote communities with a remote grid without electricity or
as part of a hybrid energy generation system.
Off-grid solar systems offer
new opportunities in
places around the world where
conventional power lines are
more inefficient or more
expensive.

In this arrangement, your solar system is connected to batteries,
not to your main grid. These batteries store the extra power
generated by your system for your night’s needs and other
unforeseen circumstances. But configuring this system costs
more than an on-grid system because it requires extra batteries
that can save electricity for at least two days. Even then, this
arrangement may save you from prolonged power outages. Also,
you will have to replace the batteries more often because you rely
primarily on them. So what to do now? Let’s move on to our next
arrangement, and that is the hybrid system.
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Hybrid System:

The ability to store and use your solar energy whenever you want is known
as self-use.

This system enables you to
store solar energy and use
it at home in the evening
when the price of
electricity is usually at an
all-time high.

As the name suggests, a hybrid system is a combinationof
the above two. In this arrangement, your solar systemis
directly connected to the grid as well as to the batteries. During
the day, you use the power generated by your system, and at
night, your system automatically converts the electricity supplied
by the grid. But since there are batteries attached, you don’t have
to worry about power outages because the batteries’ power will
meet your needs. If your system generates more electricity than
you use at the end ofthe month, you will be credited. On the
contrary, you receive your bill, which is lower than your usual bill.
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FREQUENTLY

ASKED QUESTION

Why should I switch to solar?


Solar power is a completely renewable, reliable and clean energy source which reduces our
reliance on dirty sources of power such as oil, coal and natural gas. Unlike these dirty
sources of energy which produce harmful emissions affecting our health and environment,
the energy generated has zero environmental effect.



Installing residential and commercial solar energy systems serves as an investment in the
future of the planet by conserving non-renewable energy sources and protecting the
environment.



Solar panels and home batteries backup systems are becoming more affordable,
accessible, resilient and efficient. Owners of these systems have peace of mind and energy
security for when the power goes out or the next storm strikes.



Our customers pay predictable and affordable rates until it's paid off then they pay zero.

Is solar power suitable for me?
YES, solar power is for everyone!

What are the environmental benefits?
This is the best option available to reduce your carbon footprint. Solar energy systems aid in
eliminating the need to burn of fossil fuels which are directly responsible for global and
environmental damages. With no emissions produced during the production of solar power, it is the
cleanest form of renewable energy today. In addition, solar power systems are basically
maintenance free, further reducing the carbon footprint. Dirty energy sources such as coal, oil and
natural gas all result in the emission of polluting gasses, most of which are toxic and extremely
damaging to the environment. Fossil fuels are a finite resource and also cause dramatic spikes in
the cost of your energy, but these can be eliminated by installing a solar power system.
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Can I afford solar?
If you can afford to pay your electricity bill you can afford to go solar. Installing solar will reduce
your monthly utility bill from day one. There are many financing options available which will keep
your monthly payments below your current electric bill. Note: Your utility company will continue
to raise rates in the years to come, but installing a solar power system will ensure that your
electricity payments remain constant over the term of loan then reduce to zero!

What if bad credit is a problem?
We have programs to match all credit types even with bad credit.

What is the return on my investment?


Typically, solar power system pay for itself in about 6-8 years. This is only an estimate
since individual circumstances vary greatly.



Installing an average size solar energy system increases the value of your property on
average from 15-20%. A 5kW system, can add about $20,000 to the resale value of your
home. It will up to 2X faster as well.

What happens if I move or sell my property?


You can sell your property and transfer the system to the new owner. If you own your solar
energy system, your solar house will sell at a premium.



If you own the solar power system, you can take it with you. However, it may cost you to
dismantle, transport, and reinstall the system on your new home.



If you lease your system:
o

You can either buy out your lease before you sell your home, or

o
Work with your leasing company to easily transfer the lease agreement to the
home’s new owner.


If you decide to move, call us and we will find and easy solution based on your preferences.

Is there a government tax credit?
The US government now will give you a 26% tax credit when you install solar.

If I refer a friend, do I get a referral bonus?
Bright Solar Energy will give you $1,000 for each of your referrals that sign up and install solar.
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What kind of permits are required to install
the system? How long will it take?


Distribution, utility, city, and HOA (if applicable) approvals may be required.



Bright Solar Energy will take care of obtaining all approvals on your behalf.



Upon signing to move forward with us, it could take up to 60 – 120 days to obtain the
approvals and complete the installation of your system.



After all permits are received, the physical installation can take 1 to 2 days.

What happens to my property tax or
insurance?
By state law, if your property value increases due to a renewable energy solution, your property
taxes cannot increase.

How do solar panels hold up in hail?


The solar cells are made to resist hail and are encased in high strength aluminum frames
with 3 to 4 mm thick tempered glass and are about three times stronger than your normal
composite shingle.



Most solar panels have been designed and tested to withstand up to 1” diameter hail striking
perpendicularly to the module at 120+ mph. If solar panels are damaged by hail, they are
typically covered under a home or building insurance policy.

How long will my solar system last?


Solar panels are very durable and capable of withstanding snow, wind, and hail.



The various components of your solar power system will need to be replaced at different
times, but your system should continue to generate electricity for 40+ years.

What warranties come with the solar
panels?
All solar panels are fully warranted by their respective manufacturer and by us for 25-30 years.
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Do I need to replace my roof before
installing solar?


Since these systems are designed to last 35+ years, it can be costly to remove and reinstall
them if you need to replace your roof. If your roof needs maintenance in the near term, you
should complete it before you finish your solar installation which we can help with because
we have been General Contractors for 25 years.



One of Bright Solar Energy pre-screened solar installers will be able to tell you whether to
replace your roof before going solar.



If needed, we can help with insurance company negotiations for repairing or replacing your
roof.

How do I find out how much I pay for
electricity?


The easiest way to find out how much you pay for electricity (and how much electricity you
use per month) is to take a look at your utility electricity bill with us.



Your average cost per kW can be calculated by diving your total monthly bill by the total
energy consumption for that month.

How do solar panels work?
Solar panels absorb the sun's energy throughout the day and convert it into direct current (DC)
electricity. Most homes and businesses run on alternating current (AC) electricity, so the DC
electricity is then passed through an inverter to convert it to usable AC electricity. At that point, you
either use the electricity in your house or send it back to the electric grid.

Will I still receive an electric bill if I have
solar panels?


You will still receive a bill from your utility company unless your solar energy system
includes battery storage and you are fully off of the grid.



However, you can dramatically reduce your bill, or even cut the amount you owe to $0, with
a solar panel system that matches your energy use.
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After I install solar panels, what difference
will I see?


Your lights, air conditioners, refrigerators, and other electrical and electronic appliances will
work as before.



The only difference you will notice is your savings on electricity. You won’t pay a hefty bill
every month, and even if your system generates more electricity than you need, you may
qualify to sell it to your utility company for a monthly credit (a negative bill!)

How can I sell the electivity that I over
produce back to the utility company?


Your electric meter keeps track of the electricity you draw (consume from the grid) and also
the excess energy that you produce and send to the grid. This is called Net Metering.



Net Metering means that your utility company tracks the energy that your produce and send
back to the grid and then credits you for that energy each month.

Does my solar panel system work in a
blackout?


If your solar panel system is connected to the grid, it will shut off in the event of a blackout.
This is to prevent emergency responders and electricity utility repair-people from being
injured by your panels sending power back to the grid.



To avoid blackouts, install a hybrid systems with batteries or a generator. In this system,
your everyday energy needs come from your solar system and grid. During a blackout, the
batteries or generator meet your needs.

What are kilowatts and a kilowatt Hour?
Kilowatt (kW) is a unit of electricity. It tells us about the production and consumption rate of
electricity / electronic devices. And also is the unit of energy. It tells us about the power used in an
hour. For example, if a 50-watt bulb is on for 20 hours, it will use one-kilowatt hour. Similarly, a
1000-watt device will take one hour to use one kilowatt of electricity.

Who do I contact if I have any further
questions?
Information:
Phone:
Website:

info@BrightSolarEnergy.com
Scott @ (972) 433-5232
www.BrightSolarEnergy.com
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